
comments

Grading rubric / checklist

• Both paper copy and PDF copy are received on time.
• Yes, I will take points off for grammatical errors, spelling errors, or unusually awkward 

constructions. 

Abstract / title

• Title is short, to the point, and accurate.

• Abstract communicates specific values of measured quantities.

• All reported values of quantities include units.

• Text is in passive voice (“the Young's modulus has been measured”) or active voice (“We have 
measured the Young's modulus”)  but not mixed.

Introduction   

• Intrinsic interest of the topic is described.  (Make it up-- I will not take off for something far-
fetched as long as you back it up with citations.)

• At least three references for facts about the intrinsic interest of the topic are provided.

Theory

• All relevant theory / background is included.  

• All relevant theory is presented correctly. 

• Physics are described in your own words.  (Hint: argument by analogy is sometimes useful.)

• A very short description of the physical content of an equation is given with each equation, 
along with some notes on its origin.  (Don't rederive everything.)

• Each symbol of an equation is defined with its introduction.

• Units and an order of magnitude are given for symbols as they are introduced.

• Equations are broken out of the text, with a number, if you use them for data fitting.



Extra credit: format your mathematical equations using an equation editor of some kind.

Extra extra credit: use LaTeX for your report. 

Experimental method

• Includes a good diagram, annotated accurately, with a caption.

• Diagram is accurate.  

• Extra credit: draw your diagram using a computer program.

Experimental results

• Experiment is carried out correctly.

• Experiment is interpreted correctly (measured values are reasonable).

• Data figure adheres to guidelines distributed earlier

• Extra credit: greek symbols in your figure.

• Extra credit: matlab script included for your figure.

Discussion
• Measured values of yield stress and Young's modulus are compared with published, cited 

values.  (You need to find these through a literature search!)

• Serious discussion of any possible experimental error.  Further reading is welcome here.  Why 
might your wire be brittle?  You may speculate.

Conclusion – say something, but don't go on too long.

Bibliography: Citations need to be real (not URL), covering relevant material.


